Making Use Of JSP
Synopsis
JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a multipurpose language based on Java technology that provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic Web content. JSP is specific to Web page creation and rendering, and is a key Web technology for developers and administrators working with Java. Explains how JSP can be used to simplify tasks, shorten the development cycle, and integrate Web content with other elements of J2EE Shows how JSP enables Web designers and other nonprogrammers to quickly gain essential abilities for the creation of dynamic Web pages
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Customer Reviews
I was looking for a way to create Web pages on the fly from existing databases, and someone recommended JSP. This book got me off and running with JSP and helped me get done what I needed to do quickly and easily.

I was very disappointed by this book. Having "cut my teeth" in Web application development using ColdFusion, I bought this book to learn JSP. Although it seems that this book was written in a task-oriented fashion in order to explain the steps and appropriate division of labor to a person who is naive to Web application development, I find that this approach is ineffective. This book is overly explicit about simple concepts and insufficiently explicit about many complex concepts. Its treatment of beans and database connectivity are especially lacking... and these are arguably the two most complex (and important) areas of JSP development. And there were MANY typographical errors in
the printed code; since I am comfortable programming in Java, I recognized these typos, but I pity the Java novice who can’t figure out why the darn things won’t compile. In addition, much of the Java code did not follow best practices (e.g., the author frequently initializes Strings to " " rather than an empty string or null). Because of the book’s task-oriented organization and poor indexing, it is not highly useful as a reference either. I did learn something from this book but only because I understood from my advance knowledge of Web programming with ColdFusion many of the principles that the author teaches in JSP. This allowed me to recognize the errors in the book and infer principles from the code that were not explicitly explained (which was made more difficult by the many errors in the code). If this was my first foray into Web programming, I think that I would have found this book highly frustrating and of little value.

The author style and step-by-step approach make this book very accessible, even for someone who is new to the technology. This is a great book for getting started and getting your hands dirty with JSP.
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